WINE LIST

WINE BY THE GLASS
200ML

750ML

- Stellenbosch

R 70.00

R 260.00

BOSCHENDAL BOSCHEN BLANC

R 65.00

R 235.00

R 65.00

R 260.00

R 75.00

R 290.00

R 65.00

R 220.00

R 70.00

R 275.00

R 70.00

R 265.00

200ml

750ml

DRY WHITE

R 60.00

R 210.00

SEMI SWEET

R 60.00

R 210.00

DRY RED

R 75.00

R 225.00

200ml

750ml

R 75.00

R 290.00

Brampton Sauvignon Blanc

- Simonsberg - Paarl

FRANSCHOEK CELLAR ‘OUR TOWN
HALL’ CHARDONNAY UNWOODED
- Coastal - Region

FRANSCHOEK CELLAR ‘THE CHURCHYARD’
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
- Coastal - Region

DOUGLAS GREEN MERLOT
- Wellington

FRANSCHOEK CELLAR ‘BAKER STATION’ SHIRAZ
-Coastal – Region

BRAMPTON OVR (OLD VINE RED)
- Stellenbosch

HOUSE WINE

SPARKLING WINE
PORTSWOOD HOTEL SPARKLING WINE

CHAMPAGNE
750ML
Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut NV

R 3450.00

Bollingers’s champagnes assert themselves as exceptional wines and are
characterized by their richness, vinosity, great structure and long finish.

VEUVE CLIQUOTE PONSARDIN BRUT - YELLOW LABEL

R 2950.00

-Reims, France
Pale straw colours, very light and fruity, toasty aroma. Vanilla and bread
flavours are dry, well- balanced long finish.

MOËT ET CHANDON BRUT IMPERIAL NV

R 2550.00

-Epernay, France
A harmonious assemblage of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir and Pinot Meunier .
Delicate wellbalanced pale shades of yellow and green with a vine and lime
blossom nose leave behind a sense of harmony and mellowness.

METHODE CAP CLASSIQUE
GM & AHRENS CUVEE BRUT 2008

R 3000.00

-Franschhoek
The 2008 is made up of 71% Chardonnay and 29% Pinot Noir. It was left
for a year in barrel on its gross lees and then for two and a half years in the
bottle. Launched on Spring Day, 1 September 2011, in Franschhoek.
The wine has a pale biscuit yellow colour and the nose is delightfully
lemon-citrus fresh, with a dash of yeast flavor.

SIMONSIG KAAPSE VONKEL ‘VINTAGE’

R 595.00

-Stellenbosch
Lively mousse, with very fine and delicate bubbles, lovely floral aroma
with the mouthwatering berry flavours of red grapes and a touch of
Chardonnay citrus freshness.

PONGRACZ

R 585.00

-Stellenbosch
The sparkling wine is composed entirely of two noble grape varieties,
Pinot Noir (60%) and Chardonnay (40%), Chardonnay imparts a clean
flintiness, while Pinot Noir gives body and taste, a spectacular explosion
of pinpoint bubbles

GRAHAM BECK BRUT NV
-Franschhoek/Robertson
The wine is a classic blend with Pinot Noir for depth and Chardonnay for
length and finesse, almost in equal proportions

R 625.00

SPARKLING WINES
750ML
J.C. LE ROUX LE DOMAINE

R 280.00

-Stellenbosch
Sweet but fiercely energetic, a blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Muscadel.
.

J.C. LE ROUX LE CHANSON

R 280.00

-Reims, France
A red carbonated sparkler – true pleaser, predominantly Pinotage with a
splash of Shiraz.

J.C LE ROUX NON ALCOHOLIC

R 240.00

All the bubbles without the alcohol.

J.C LE ROUX SAUVIGNON BLANC

R 300.00

A light crisp and dry taste, makes this sparkling wine a big favourite

CHARDONNAY
750ML
DE WETSHOF FINESSE

R 530.00

-Robertson Valley
A classical, fine structured, fruity wine with lemony, yeast flavours,
and a wealth of bouquet on the aftertaste.

BACKSBERG

R 345.00

-Paarl
Bottled age evident in the 2006 vintage, rich peach and melon, nutty oak
infusion, zesty acidity leaving the palate refreshed.

FRANSCHOEK CELLAR ‘OUR TOWN HALL’ - UNWOODED
-Coastal - Region
This wine consists of a light oak spice and complimentary to bright citrus
tones. Tastes fresh and fruitily dry.

R 260.00

SAUVIGNON BLANC
750ML
ASARA

R 370.00

-Stellenbosch
Aromas of passionfruit and green apple follow through to the palate, with
zesty bell pepper and kiwi-fruit flavours on the aftertaste.

FLEUR DU CAP

R 285.00

-Stellenbosch
The wine is styled for wide appeal, gently paced yet substantial fig and
tropical notes on the varietal, will complement and not dominate at the
table.

CHENIN BLANC
750ML
L’AVENIR – PLATINUM RANGE

R 395.00

-Stellenbosch
Light straw yellow, intense flavor of dried pineapple and fresh apricot
fruit, with a dry lingering aftertaste. The finish is soft and smooth, with
well-balanced acidity.

FLEUR DU CAP

R 270.00

-Stellenbosch
Aromas of honey blossom, ripe melon and guava, and a touch of oak are
evident, whilst the palate flaunt abundant flavours of butterscotch and
vanilla. There is a good balance between fruit and wood flavours.

BACKSBERG
-Paarl
Backsberg’s fruity and light everyday drinking wine. Pear, green apple and
cashew provide an array of aromatic character.

R 220.00

WHITE BLENDS & OTHER VARIETALS
750ML
BOSCHENDAL BOSCHEN BLANC

R 235.00

-Simonsberg - Paarl
This is a blend of 65% Chenin Blanc and 35% Chardonnay and represents
a cross section of vineyards. This pale straw coloured wine greets you with
big tropical fruit and citrus aromas. Hovering hints of honey takes you to a
vibrant citrus, lemon-drop zest and finishing with balanced elegance.

NEDERBURG STEIN

R 220.00

-Paarl
A long time favourite semi sweet wine, tropical fruitiness with a hint of dry
peaches on the aftertaste.

MERLOT
750ML
NEDERBURG

R 375.00

-Paarl
Colour, light ruby and a bouquet that of a ripe berry character with dark
chocolate aromas. On the palate a medium-bodied, fruity wine with a soft
and elegant palate, laced with ripe fruit and vanilla.

GUARDIAN PEAK

R 325.00

-Stellenbosch
This wine has a freshness that anchors the plum/cassis fruit. The wine is drinking
beautifully, smooth and satisfying. Light oaking supplies a savoury overlay.

DOUGLAS GREEN
-Wellington
Bright garnet of medium depth with a strawberry edge. Pleasant complexity of
ripe black cherry and plum aromas, spiced fruitcake and earthy nuances. A soft
lush juicy smooth entry with cranberry and ripe red cherry flavours supported
by firm yet friendly tannins and slick oak intregation with a well balanced long
aftertaste of coffee and plums.

R 245.00

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
750ML
DANIE DE WET NAISSANCE

R 555.00

-Robertson
Barrel fermented for 12 months. An elegant wine showing soft plum and
ripe berry fruit. Ideal with most red meat dishes and casseroles

ZONNEBLOEM

R 335.00

-Stellenbosch
Dark red in colour. Bouquet of blackberry and cherry with vanilla oak spices
in the backround. Taste full-bodied with a velvety mouth-feel with ample
cherry and prune flavours backed by vanilla and a good tannin structure.

BRAMPTON

R 325.00

-Stellenbosch
Consistency a big plus for this label and range. The wine is with the usual
bright-fruited face, harmonious and creamy-to-fresh mouth-feel. Lively,
resistant tannins, allow for 2/3 years maturing in bottle.

PINOTAGE
750ML
ALTYDGEDACHT – CLASSIC RANGE

R 498.00

-Paarl
Colour, light ruby and a bouquet that of a ripe berry character with dark
chocolate aromas. On the palate a medium-bodied, fruity wine with a soft
and elegant palate, laced with ripe fruit and vanilla.

BEYERSKLOOF
-Stellenbosch
Darkish Burgundian purple. Spicy wood notes against rich plum and berry
fruit, with typical restrained ‘fynbos’ aromatic notes. Dry, soft fruit-encased
tannins follow spicy/fruit – sweetness entry, understated and balanced,
medium- bodied with a nice spicy length. Impressive consistency, given the volume
produced.

R 325.00

SHIRAZ
750ML
FLEUR DU CAP

R 365.00

-Stellenbosch
The wine is attractive deep ruby red in colour and shows plummy spicy fruit
with blackcurrant & blackberries supported by woody oak spices on the nose.
This full-bodied wine has rich fruit, a nice touch of acidity a full and round
mouth feel and a good tannic backbone.

GLEN CARLOU - CLASSIC RANGE

R 550.00

-Paarl
Rhone style using Shiraz(91%) and Mourvedre(9%). Complex with soft,
persistent tannins that evolve into a rich and rewarding mouth feel which
develops as it spends time in glass. Rich, dark berry fruits with refined pepper
and spice on the palate.

RED BLENDS
750ML
VERGELEGEN CABERNET SAUVIGNON/MERLOT(HALL RACE)

R 495.00

-Stellenbosch
This wine is a blend of 53% Cabernet Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, 12% Cabernet
Franc and 3% Malbec. An appealing nose of plum, mocha and pepper. The
flavours of mint, berry and spice are full and lingering and the tannins are
firm but elegant.

NEDERBURG BARONNE

R 375.00

-Paarl
This wine is a modern wine that brings together the outstanding features of
2 noble varieties: Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz. Up-front fruit flavours with
strong berry Cabernet characteristics are backed by the spicy cinnamon and
elegant leathery Shiraz.

BACKSBERG DRY RED
-Paarl
Lightly oaked varying blend with ripe berry and floral aromas and a soft
fruity taste. The latest non-vintage is in the usual fruit-driven mould, good
acid balance and very pleasant for everyday drinking

R 255.00

